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THE BASIC SYMBOLS used in Islamic art derive from the concept of creation, which proceeds from God and encompasses all that exists. Muslims, like Jews, regard the universe as having been created by God through the power of the letters of the alphabet. Words, therefore, or rather the letters (and by extension sound and number) from which they are formed, are regarded as the basic substructure of the universe and consequently form much of the subject matter of Islamic art. The Koran as given to the Prophet in the Arabic language is described as part of the infinite word of God taken from a tablet guarded or preserved, al-lauḥ al-maḥfūz, in heaven.¹

For these reasons Islamic art does not generally use an iconography in the accepted Western sense of the term. Indeed, only a relatively small proportion of Islamic works of art bear figural representations, while the majority are covered with vegetal and geometric designs and with words. The words especially must be regarded as a major force in the iconography and should be analyzed and treated in the way that we in the West analyze pictorial imagery. We must keep in mind always that these words and the letters from which they are formed are an aspect of the very structure of reality. It should also be remembered that only an approximation of this very different worldview can be glimpsed through translation.

Perhaps because of the centrality of the concept of the Holy War, jihād, one of the largest corpora of inscriptions is found on Islamic arms and armor. Indeed, most pieces of Islamic arms and armor bear inscriptions, and a large proportion of these are koranic. One such piece is an Ottoman breastplate with a pectoral disk, which dates to between 1557 and 1600, now in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Figure 1). This pectoral is important because the Arabic inscriptions with which it is covered include much that is essential to an understanding of Islam, because no other object in the Museum’s collection of Islamic arms and armor bears a mention of the al-lauḥ al-maḥfūz, and because in formal terms the pectoral seems to continue solar imagery that can be traced back to about fourteen hundred years before the birth of Christ.

Pectoral and dorsal disks, suspended by straps in the center of the chest and at the back, seem to have been first used in Iran during the fourteenth century B.C., from which period is preserved an Elamite example (Figure 2), decorated with rams surrounding a radiating sunburst. From Iran the style spread to Assyria, where it appears in relief sculpture from the Palace of Sargon (721–705 B.C.), and to the steppes of Central Asia as is witnessed by a Scythian example of about the fourth century B.C., which has a disk incorporated into a lamella breastplate (Figure 3).²

The style also traveled to Italy and Central Europe. Two sixth-century B.C. examples from these regions are decorated, respectively, with a sunburst design and with concentric rings.³ In the Sasanian period pectoral disks were often depicted on silver-gilt plates, such as a fourth-century plate that shows an unidentified king slaying lions;⁴ they also appear in the royal hunting and investiture scenes at Taq-i-Bustan (Figure 4). The latter include a pectoral disk decorated with what is probably a sunburst motif of exactly the same type as the Elamite example. Pectoral disks continued to be used in Central Asia, and a sixth-century example from Panjikent shows a rider in the boar-drawn chariot of Veshparkarn wearing a disk of this type decorated with small circles and triangles.⁵

In the Islamic period, depictions of pectoral and dorsal disks occur with great frequency in miniature painting, especially in Iranian paintings from the fourteenth century onward.⁶ Later Islamic armors with large central disks of the type under discussion
are essentially a variation of these early forms. However, later examples differ from the earlier ones in that the pectoral and dorsal disks are usually larger and are incorporated into an armored shirt or body armor. The earliest surviving examples from the Islamic period are an armor with a small disk incorporated into a plate and mail armor, which can be dated to the fifteenth century, and an armor with both pectoral and dorsal disks, which cannot be later than the early fifteenth century (Askeri Museum, Istanbul, nos. 4396/2 and 21301; for the latter see Figure 5). Two other examples of the early sixteenth century with larger disks, one Safavid and the other Syrian, are in the Topkapi Sarayi Museum, Istanbul, and the Stibbert Museum, Florence (no. 3514).7

It is tempting to suggest that these disks originally had a solar significance. Some of the early examples are certainly decorated with solar motifs identical to
2. Elamite disk, Iranian, 14th century B.C. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund, 1962, 62.115

4. Warrior with pectoral disk, Iranian, Taq-i-Bustan, A.D. 6th century (from Fukai and Horiuchi, Taq-i-Bustan, pl. lxvii)

3. Scythian cuirass, Russian, Pasterkaja, 4th century B.C. (from Gamber, Waffe, fig. 324)

those on some of the later Islamic armors. The Elamite disk, the disk on the armor illustrated in Figure 5, and a sixteenth-century Ottoman example in the Askeri Museum in Istanbul (no. 16468) have exactly the same radiating solar motif that also occurs on the outer plates of the Museum's armor. A disk with a spiraling sunburst is depicted in a miniature painting in an Iranian Shahnama of 1648.8 Solar worship would not have been possible in an Islamic context, but it is very possible that an ancient solar motif could have been transformed into one evoking the power of God, especially God in the sense of Lord of the Heavens, who created “the sun and moon to revolve to a computation” (Koran 55:5).9

In order to understand this piece properly it is necessary to examine the inscriptions with which it is covered.

INSCRIPTIONS:

A. Inner circle

قل هو الله أحد
Say: “He is God, the one the most unique, God the immanently indispensable. He has begotten no one, and is begotten of none. There is no one comparable to Him” [Koran 112].

B. Around circle

فوقهم الله شر ذلك اليوم ولقهم نضر وسرا وحزنهم بما صبروا
So God will protect them from the evil of that day, and grant them happiness and joy, and reward them for their perseverance Paradise and silken robes [Koran 76:11-12].

C. Outer circle

الله لا إله إلا هو الحديدي القيم لتأخذ سنة ولا نوم له ما في السموم وما في الأرض من ذا الذي يشفع عنه إلا بأذنه يعلم بما بين أيديهم وما خلقهم ولا يحيطون بشيء من علهم إلا بما شاء وسع خيرتهم السموم والأرض
God: There is no god but He, the living, the eternal, self-subsisting, ever sustaining. Neither does somnolence affect Him nor sleep. To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and earth; and who can intercede with Him except by His leave? Known to Him is all that is present before men and what is hidden (in time past and time future) and not even a little of His knowledge can they grasp except what He will. His seat extends over heavens and the earth and He tires not protecting them: He alone is all high and supreme [Koran 2:255].

D. Side plates

بالطيب ياماجد ياكافي ياقوي في لوح محفوظ
O most one, o glorious one, o sufficient one, o strong one (four of the ninety-nine names of God). Preserved on the guarded tablet [Koran 85:22].

The major series of inscriptions is carved onto the pectoral disk and in formal terms can be associated with the circular fields that were often used by Islamic artists. Roundels inscribed with koranic verses were a specialty of Ottoman calligraphers. Large roundels of this type adorn the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul, and other fine examples can be seen on ceramic tiles of the sixteenth century. These designs were composed by the best calligraphers, such as Ahmed Qarahisari (1469–1566), whose inscribed roundels in the [`eli script adorn the Suleymaniye Mosque of about 1557.10 In fact the inscription (Koran 112) used by Qarahisari for the roundels surrounding the mihrab in the Suleymaniye Mosque is the same one used in the inner circle of the Museum's armor. It is very likely that the armorer based his design on that of Qarahisari.

The use of Sūra (chapter) 112 to flank the mihrab in the Suleymaniye Mosque is indicative of its importance. This sūra is called Al-Ikhlas, which can be translated as either the “verse of pure faith” or the “verse of purity.” The Sufis regarded it as especially important for the dhikr, or invocation of God, because according to Ibn `Ata` Allah (died 1309) each of its words possessed its “own quality, an allusive value, a profound significance, of the astonishing benefits, of secrets, wisdom, science and majestic and exceptional knowledge.” Ibn `Ata` went on to analyze each of its words, explaining how it flows “from the divine commandment, affirms His being and the name of His divine function, unity and transcendence and signifies that He has no rapport with any other than Himself nor has He created any other.” The latter, since it is given in terms of positive and negative, alludes to a unity beyond human understanding. The chapter is also important because it contains not only the great names of God (i.e., Allâh and Hu) but also the second name of God, Ahad (“the One”), which is bounded on either side by the word Allâh, thereby amplifying and repeating the divine unity.11

The second inscription is from Koran 76:11–12. Its use supports the view that these disks retain in a
veiled form, their original significance long forgotten, the solar associations probably attached to them in pre-Islamic times, for the very next verse (Koran 76:13) reads, "where they will recline on couches feeling neither heat of sun nor intense cold." This inscription is clearly talismanic and praises God as Lord of the heavens, of sun and moon, who will protect His servants on the Day of Judgment. That large numbers of the surviving pectoral armors are engraved, incised, or embossed with lines radiating from their centers also suggests the validity of this hypothesis.

The third inscription is from Koran 2:255. This is the ʻAyat al-kursi, or "Throne" sūra. This verse occurs frequently on arms and armor, especially on helmets. According to a hadith, as reported by Anās Ibn Mālik and recorded by Abu ʻĪsā al-Tirmidhī (died ca. 892), the Prophet said that the lord of all the verses in the Koran was the ʻAyat al-kursi. Ibn ʻAtāʾ Allah gave four reasons for this: first, it has no equal in the way it mentions the infinite essence of God, especially as it gives five of the divine names and uses the pronoun ʻāh (him) eleven times. He described every other verse in the Koran as a tributary of this verse, just as all things are tributaries of the divine essence. Second, the pronoun ʻāh is the synthesis of all the principal realities of the name of the divine essence, and whoever invokes the name ʻāh will be covered with light and will understand the divine mysteries. Third, it is called the "Throne" sūra because the throne of God extends from heaven to earth, just as all things temporal proceed from God, and just as all of creation exists within a hierarchy with God as sovereign at the summit. Fourth, when the Prophet called this verse the lord of all the other verses, he expressed its hierarchical perfection and its summation of the most noble qualities. It is analogous to the relationship of the Prophet to other men, which is expressed in a hadith that calls the Prophet the lord of the children of Adam because of his perfect humility, patience, and thankfulness.12

The word ʻAḥād, which occurs in the central inscription, is one of the ninety-nine names of God. Another four are embossed on the side plates. The importance of these names is explained in Koran 59:23–24:

He is God; there is no God but He, the King, the Holy, the Preserver, Protector, Guardian, the Strong, the Powerful, Omnipotent. Far too exalted is God for what they associate with Him. He is God, the Creator, the Maker, the Fashioner. His are all the beautiful names. Whatever is in heaven and earth sings His praises. He is all-mighty and all-wise.

The concept that the names or attributes of God are crucial for understanding the true nature of reality is found in both Jewish Cabala and Islamic mysticism, where it is said that God created the universe through the power of his names. These names are found not only in the verse quoted above but throughout the Koran as revealed to the Prophet; indeed, the entire Koran can be regarded as one of the names of God. The number of the names varies according to different philosophers and mystics, but generally it is put at ninety-nine. The mystics regarded knowledge of the names of God as capable of giving power to men. This is expressed in a hadith of the Prophet: “To God belong 99 names, a hundred less one; for He, the Odd Number, likes one by one; whosoever knows the 99 names will enter paradise.”13 As the names were regarded as being invested with such power, it is easy to see why they were used on weapons as talismans that might protect the warrior from physical harm in this world.

The names of God are often compared to a ladder by which the believer can ascend to knowledge of the Divine. This, incidentally, is why ladder patterns on Islamic sword blades were so highly prized and why these patterns were called "Muhammad's ladder." The ladder represents the means of ascent to knowledge of the Divinity as in Jacob's ladder: "And he dreamed and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the angels of God ascending and descending on it" (Genesis 28:12). This idea appears in Koran 70:2–4: "No power can hinder Allāh from punishing them. He is the Lord of the steps, to whom the angels and the soul take a day to ascend, whose length (to you) is fifty thousand years" and in Koran 32:5: "He regulates all affairs from high to low, then they rise to perfection step by step in a (heavenly) day whose measure is a thousand years by your reckoning.”

The koranic word ma‘ārij is often translated as ladder but literally means steps in the sense of a progression toward perfection. This ascent is generally regarded as the highest of mystical experiences, and Muḥammad, like Jacob, made such a journey, which
is called the mi’rāj. The traditions differ as to when this occurred, but it is sometimes said to have been on the twenty-seventh night of the seventh month in the year 620. The Prophet lay asleep and was visited by Gabriel, who first purified him with water from the paradisiacal river Zamzam. Then Gabriel mounted Muḥammad upon a winged creature called burdāq, and they flew to Jerusalem, which became the gateway to an ascent through the seven heavens, where Muḥammad met all the previous prophets and finally experienced the Divine Essence. The journey also included a visit to hell, where the Prophet witnessed the tortures inflicted on sinners and unbelievers. The mi’rāj inspired many commentaries, the most famous being that of Ibn Sīna (Avicenna), who noted that the Prophet saw the greatest name of God, La ilaha illā Allāh (“There is no God but God”), written in words of fire around the head of the archangel. The journey is frequently depicted in miniature painting. Following this journey Koran 17:1 was revealed: “Glory to Him who took his votary to a wide and distant land from the Sacred Mosque at Mecca (to the remote temple in Jerusalem), that we may show him some of Our signs.” The Sufis developed an elaborate mysticism around the concept and linked the idea of the ascent to the Divine with the beautiful names. Ibn al-‘Arabi (1165–1240), for instance, describes the steps leading up to a mimbar (pulpit) as “the ladder of the Most Beautiful Names, to climb this ladder is to be invested with the qualities of the Names.”

To understand the meaning of the one-line verse on the top plate, it is necessary to read it in conjunction with the preceding line, Koran 85:21. Both lines together translate as: “This is indeed the glorious Qur’an, preserved on the guarded tablet.” This verse refers to the idea that the Koran as revealed to the Prophet was taken from an archetypal book conserved in the heavens. It underlines the idea that creation proceeds from the power of the Word and that—since this power is infinite—only knowledge of a portion of it can be revealed to mankind. God’s omniscience and omnipotence in relation to the tablet is also mentioned in Koran 6:59: “Not a leaf falls without His knowledge, nor a grain in the darkest recess of the earth, nor any thing green or seared that is not recorded in the open book.”

Because he is infinite his creation is continuous and so is his revelation to humanity. Because the totality of God is viewed as essentially unknowable to man, this revelation contains only portions of the truth, which is verbalized in keeping with the Semitic idea that all of creation proceeds from God through the power of the Word. It is in this sense that Muslims see the prophetic role. Each of the prophets, beginning with Adam and continuing through Abraham, Moses, and Jesus to Muhammad, was able to reveal, by the grace of God, a part of the truth. Each was given a portion of the knowledge contained on the “guarded tablet.” Al-lauh al-mahfūz is given here as “the guarded tablet,” but it is also translated as “the well-preserved tablet,” “safely preserved,” or “the preserved tablet,” which God is said to have “written” before the creation and which contains the “reality of all things.” The idea of a continuing revelation sustains the concept of the ahl al-kitāb, or “people of the Book,” and is why Muḥammad regarded Jews, Christians, and Muslims as members of one family, in contrast to the polytheists and unbelievers. It is at the core of the Sufis’ view that all paths lead to God expressed by Ibn al-‘Arabi, who wrote that the Torah of light had four faces—the Koran, the Psalms, the Pentateuch, and the Gospel—and that:

My heart has become capable of every form; it is a pasture for gazelles and a convent for Christian monks, And a temple for idols [ed., the Divine realities] and the pilgrim’s ka’ba and the tables of the Tora and the book of the Koran.

The verses on the “guarded tablet” tap the very essence of the Koran. The word koran means a recitation or discourse, and the entire book can be regarded as a single recitation of a revelation from God that men should also recite (Sūra 75:18) and not forget (Sūra 87:6). That part of the guarded tablet revealed in Arabic to Muḥammad is the Koran. The Koran is in turn divided into sūras, each of which seems to indicate a specific revelation, and then into āyāt, or verses, that are its individual, miraculous parts.

The germ of the idea of a “guarded tablet” can be seen in the Torah as revealed to Moses, which in later Islamic times was said to have been inscribed on tablets of emerald brought from Paradise. According to this version, when Moses died the tablets were sealed
in a mountain and only uncovered for Muḥammad, who was able to understand the Hebrew text with Gabriel's aid and then with Ali's help to compose a book containing "all science or knowledge past and future."20

The idea that the Prophet, in conjunction with Ali, composed a book containing "all science or knowledge" is directly linked to the claim that an esoteric knowledge had been passed from Ali through the line of Shia imams to the sixth imam, Ja'far al-Ṣadiq (ca. 699–765). This secret knowledge is directly related to the story of the emerald tablet, which is also inspired by the koranic idea of the tablet preserved in heaven. The earliest reference to the emerald tablet seems to be of the eighth century. At that time Ja'bir ibn Ḥayyān, who claimed Ja'far al-Ṣadiq as his source, wrote a treatise in which he described an emerald tablet inscribed with the "ultimate secrets of nature."21 According to Ja'bir this esoteric knowledge originated with Hermes Trismegistus and was then passed on by Balinus (Apollonius of Tyana). It has been suggested by Kraus that the real origin of this might lie in Mesopotamian folklore, where reference can be found to an inscribed emerald called the "eye of the dragon."22 This Arab source for the emerald tablet of Hermes Trismegistus has had a profound influence on Western thought and literature. For instance, it is the origin of the concept of the Grail in Parzival by Wolfram von Eschenbach, who following Sufi and cabalistic speculations on the tablet described the Grail as a stone on which names are inscribed.23

Armors of the pectoral-disk type are called in Persian char aina (four mirrors)24 because they are often composed of shiny mirrorlike plates and because such armors were probably made after the inspiration of mystical Sufi writings that abound in mirror symbolism. This symbolism occurs for example in the work of the founder of the Mevlevi order, Jalāluddin Rūmī (1207–73), who often compared the mirror to the heart or to the visible world itself as a place that reflects the divine: "The world is a mirror, an imaging of Love's perfection."25

The Mevlevi were very influential in the Ottoman period and the sheikh of the order generally performed the girding of a new sultan.26 The Mevlevi grand sheikh Emir Adil composed a verse in which he likened the heart to a mirror that was able to receive impressions from the preserved tablet:

Yonder heart by tracery of earth unscored,
Cometh keeper of the mysteries to be;
Mirror-holder to the tablet the preserved,
Double grows it of the script from doubt that free.27

During the reign of Mehmed II, Ahmed Pasha, the foremost court poet and tutor of the sultan, composed a poem in which he compared the marble in the conqueror's new palace (built in 1460–61) to the preserved tablet:

Thy marble white a mirror is that showeth things unseen, for lo, it pictures either world day-like in clarity.28

The Ottomans certainly made a connection between the pure heart/mirror and the preserved tablet, and if they also thought of armors with pectoral disks as a type of char aina, then it seems most likely that the armorer who inscribed the verse on the preserved tablet on the Metropolitan Museum's armor was making a pun on the relationship of armor (as mirror), heart, and the preserved tablet.

The four sets of inscriptions on this armor contain many of the essential ideas of Islam: they stress the unity of God, his beautiful names, his omnipotence and mastery of sun, moon, and mankind, the rewards awaiting the believers. Finally, by use of the "sovereign of all the verses in the Koran" (the "Throne" sūra) in conjunction with Koran 85:22, stress is given to the eternal tablet of the heavens and its earthly counterpart the Koran. An armor inscribed with koranic verses does not just make a statement about belief. It must also be seen in the context of the jihād, which in certain circumstances may involve physically fighting an unbeliever.

The jihād is frequently mentioned in the Koran:
Fight those in the way of God who fight you,
but do not be aggressive:
God does not like aggressors.
And fight those (who fight you) wheresoever you find
them,
and expel them from the place
they had turned you out from . . .
But if they desist, God is forgiving and kind.

These ideas are explained and reinforced in a number of hadith in which the Prophet stressed the merit
to be earned by fighting in the jihād.29 In such passages the believer is urged to fight in the cause of God, which is regarded primarily as struggle in the service of all that is good, for the light, against the forces of darkness. A warrior clad in armor covered with koranic inscriptions proclaims himself to be a mujahaddin engaged in fighting in God’s cause.

The tamga (ي) incised into the center of the Museum’s pectoral armor is marked on many of the arms and armor from the Ottoman arsenals and is sometimes mistakenly called the mark of the St. Irene arsenal.30 This is because most of the pieces of armor from the Ottoman arsenals that have entered Western collections were originally stored in the church of St. Irene in Istanbul. This church was turned into an armory by Mehmet II in 1453 and continued to be used as such until after the First World War, when the contents were transferred to the military museum in Harbiye (Askeri Museum).

A number of objects bearing this mark are known to have come from other arsenals. These include a series of “turban” helmets now in the Hermitage, Leningrad, which were taken as booty from the arsenal of Erzurum in 1829,31 and several Bohemian arrowheads and a cranequin, which were captured by the Ottomans in 1444 and must have been stored in the arsenal at Edirne, their capital.32 It cannot be demonstrated with certainty that these tamgas were added at the time of their capture and not when the objects were transferred to Istanbul, but if they were, then the arrowheads and cranequin would provide the earliest examples of the mark, confirming von Lenz’s view that the mark was used by the various Ottoman arsenals.33
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